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Principles Of Information Security
Michael E Whitman
Your expert guide to information security As businesses and
consumers become more dependent on complexmultinational
information systems, the need to understand anddevise
sound information security systems has never been
greater.This title takes a practical approach to information
security byfocusing on real-world examples. While not
sidestepping the theory,the emphasis is on developing the
skills and knowledge thatsecurity and information technology
students and professionals needto face their challenges. The
book is organized around four majorthemes: * Cryptography:
classic cryptosystems, symmetric key cryptography,public key
cryptography, hash functions, random numbers,information
hiding, and cryptanalysis * Access control: authentication and
authorization, password-basedsecurity, ACLs and
capabilities, multilevel and multilateralsecurity, covert
channels and inference control, BLP and Biba'smodels,
firewalls, and intrusion detection systems * Protocols: simple
authentication protocols, session keys, perfectforward
secrecy, timestamps, SSL, IPSec, Kerberos, and GSM *
Software: flaws and malware, buffer overflows, viruses and
worms,software reverse engineering, digital rights
management, securesoftware development, and operating
systems security Additional features include numerous figures
and tables toillustrate and clarify complex topics, as well as
problems-rangingfrom basic to challenging-to help readers
apply their newlydeveloped skills. A solutions manual and a
set of classroom-testedPowerPoint(r) slides will assist
instructors in their coursedevelopment. Students and
professors in information technology,computer science, and
engineering, and professionals working in thefield will find this
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reference most useful to solve theirinformation security
issues. An Instructor's Manual presenting detailed solutions to
all theproblems in the book is available from the Wiley
editorialdepartment. An Instructor Support FTP site is also
available.
This text provides a practical survey of both the principles and
practice of cryptography and network security. First, the basic
issues to be addressed by a network security capability are
explored through a tutorial and survey of cryptography and
network security technology. Then, the practice of network
security is explored via practical applications that have been
implemented and are in use today.
Written for people who manage information security risks for
their organizations, this book details a security risk evaluation
approach called "OCTAVE." The book provides a framework
for systematically evaluating and managing security risks,
illustrates the implementation of self-directed evaluations, and
shows how to tailor evaluation methods to the needs of
specific organizations. A running example illustrates key
concepts and techniques. Evaluation worksheets and a
catalog of best practices are included. The authors are on the
technical staff of the Software Engineering Institute.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Covers topics such as the importance of secure systems,
threat modeling, canonical representation issues, solving
database input, denial-of-service attacks, and security code
reviews and checklists.
This business classic features straight-talking advice you’ll
never hear in school. Featuring a new foreword by Ariel
Emanuel and Patrick Whitesell Mark H. McCormack, one of
the most successful entrepreneurs in American business, is
widely credited as the founder of the modern-day sports
marketing industry. On a handshake with Arnold Palmer and
less than a thousand dollars, he started International
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Management Group and, over a four-decade period, built the
company into a multimillion-dollar enterprise with offices in
more than forty countries. To this day, McCormack’s
business classic remains a must-read for executives and
managers at every level. Relating his proven method of
“applied people sense” in key chapters on sales, negotiation,
reading others and yourself, and executive time
management, McCormack presents powerful real-world
guidance on • the secret life of a deal • management
philosophies that don’t work (and one that does) • the key to
running a meeting—and how to attend one • the positive use
of negative reinforcement • proven ways to observe
aggressively and take the edge • and much more Praise for
What They Don’t Teach You at Harvard Business School
“Incisive, intelligent, and witty, What They Don’t Teach You
at Harvard Business School is a sure winner—like the author
himself. Reading it has taught me a lot.”—Rupert Murdoch,
executive chairman, News Corp, chairman and CEO, 21st
Century Fox “Clear, concise, and informative . . . Like a good
mentor, this book will be a valuable aid throughout your
business career.”—Herbert J. Siegel, chairman, Chris-Craft
Industries, Inc. “Mark McCormack describes the approach I
have personally seen him adopt, which has not only
contributed to the growth of his business, but mine as
well.”—Arnold Palmer “There have been what we love to call
dynasties in every sport. IMG has been different. What this
one brilliant man, Mark McCormack, created is the only
dynasty ever over all sport.”—Frank Deford, senior
contributing writer, Sports Illustrated
Information security-driven topic coverage is the basis for this
updated book that will benefit readers in the information
technology and business fields alike. Management of
Information Security, provides an overview of information
security from a management perspective, as well as a
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thorough understanding of the administration of information
security. Written by two Certified Information Systems
Security Professionals (CISSP), this book has the added
credibility of incorporating the CISSP Common Body of
Knowledge (CBK), especially in the area of information
security management. The second edition has been updated
to maintain the industry currency and academic relevance
that made the previous edition so popular, and case studies
and examples continue to populate the book, providing reallife applications for the topics covered.
MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION SECURITY, Fourth
Edition gives readers an overview of information security and
assurance using both domestic and international standards,
all from a management perspective. Beginning with the
foundational and technical components of information
security, this edition then focuses on access control models,
information security governance, and information security
program assessment and metrics. The Fourth Edition is
revised and updated to reflect changes in the field, including
the ISO 27000 series, so as to prepare readers to succeed in
the workplace. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
PART OF THE NEW JONES & BARTLETT LEARNING
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SECURITY & ASSURANCE
SERIES! More than 90 percent of individuals, students,
educators, businesses, organizations, and governments use
Microsoft Windows, which has experienced frequent attacks
against its well-publicized vulnerabilities. Written by an
industry expert, Security Strategies in Windows Platforms and
Applications focuses on new risks, threats, and vulnerabilities
associated with the Microsoft Windows operating system.
Particular emphasis is placed on Windows XP, Vista, and 7
on the desktop, and Windows Server 2003 and 2008
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versions. It highlights how to use tools and techniques to
decrease risks arising from vulnerabilities in Microsoft
Windows operating systems and applications. The book also
includes a resource for readers desiring more information on
Microsoft Windows OS hardening, application security, and
incident management. With its accessible writing style, and
step-by-step examples, this must-have resource will ensure
readers are educated on the latest Windows security
strategies and techniques.

Master the latest technology and developments from
the field with the book specifically oriented to the
needs of those learning information systems -PRINCIPLES OF INFORMATION SECURITY, 6E.
Taking a managerial approach, this bestseller
emphasizes all aspects of information security,
rather than just the technical control perspective.
Readers gain a broad overview of the entire field of
information security and related elements with the
detail to ensure understanding. The book highlights
terms used in the field and a history of the discipline
as readers learn how to manage an information
security program. This edition highlights the latest
practices with fresh examples that explore the
impact of emerging technologies, such as the
Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, and DevOps.
Updates address technical security controls,
emerging legislative issues, digital forensics, and
ethical issues in IS security, making this the ideal IS
resource for business decision makers. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
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description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
While Computer Security is a broader term which
incorporates technologies, protocols, standards and
policies to ensure the security of the computing
systems including the computer hardware, software
and the information stored in it, Cyber Security is a
specific, growing field to protect computer networks
(offline and online) from unauthorized access,
botnets, phishing scams, etc. Machine learning is a
branch of Computer Science which enables
computing machines to adopt new behaviors on the
basis of observable and verifiable data and
information. It can be applied to ensure the security
of the computers and the information by detecting
anomalies using data mining and other such
techniques. This book will be an invaluable resource
to understand the importance of machine learning
and data mining in establishing computer and cyber
security. It emphasizes important security aspects
associated with computer and cyber security along
with the analysis of machine learning and data
mining based solutions. The book also highlights the
future research domains in which these solutions
can be applied. Furthermore, it caters to the needs
of IT professionals, researchers, faculty members,
scientists, graduate students, research scholars and
software developers who seek to carry out research
and develop combating solutions in the area of cyber
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security using machine learning based approaches.
It is an extensive source of information for the
readers belonging to the field of Computer Science
and Engineering, and Cyber Security professionals.
Key Features: This book contains examples and
illustrations to demonstrate the principles,
algorithms, challenges and applications of machine
learning and data mining for computer and cyber
security. It showcases important security aspects
and current trends in the field. It provides an insight
of the future research directions in the field. Contents
of this book help to prepare the students for
exercising better defense in terms of understanding
the motivation of the attackers and how to deal with
and mitigate the situation using machine learning
based approaches in better manner.
This text provides students with a set of industry
focused readings and cases illustrating real-world
issues in information security.
High-level overview of the information security field.
Covers key concepts like confidentiality, integrity,
and availability, then dives into practical applications
of these ideas in the areas of operational, physical,
network, application, and operating system security.
In this high-level survey of the information security
field, best-selling author Jason Andress covers the
basics of a wide variety of topics, from authentication
and authorization to maintaining confidentiality and
performing penetration testing. Using real-world
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security breaches as examples, Foundations of
Information Security explores common applications
of these concepts, such as operations security,
network design, hardening and patching operating
systems, securing mobile devices, as well as tools
for assessing the security of hosts and applications.
You'll also learn the basics of topics like: •
Multifactor authentication and how biometrics and
hardware tokens can be used to harden the
authentication process • The principles behind
modern cryptography, including symmetric and
asymmetric algorithms, hashes, and certificates •
The laws and regulations that protect systems and
data • Anti-malware tools, firewalls, and intrusion
detection systems • Vulnerabilities such as buffer
overflows and race conditions A valuable resource
for beginning security professionals, network
systems administrators, or anyone new to the field,
Foundations of Information Security is a great place
to start your journey into the dynamic and rewarding
field of information security.
This book explores fundamental principles for
securing IT systems and illustrates them with handson experiments that may be carried out by the
reader using accompanying software. The
experiments highlight key information security
problems that arise in modern operating systems,
networks, and web applications. The authors explain
how to identify and exploit such problems and they
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show different countermeasures and their
implementation. The reader thus gains a detailed
understanding of how vulnerabilities arise and
practical experience tackling them. After presenting
the basics of security principles, virtual
environments, and network services, the authors
explain the core security principles of authentication
and access control, logging and log analysis, web
application security, certificates and public-key
cryptography, and risk management. The book
concludes with appendices on the design of related
courses, report templates, and the basics of Linux as
needed for the assignments. The authors have
successfully taught IT security to students and
professionals using the content of this book and the
laboratory setting it describes. The book can be used
in undergraduate or graduate laboratory courses,
complementing more theoretically oriented courses,
and it can also be used for self-study by IT
professionals who want hands-on experience in
applied information security. The authors' supporting
software is freely available online and the text is
supported throughout with exercises.
Specifically oriented to the needs of information
systems students, PRINCIPLES OF INFORMATION
SECURITY, 5e delivers the latest technology and
developments from the field. Taking a managerial
approach, this bestseller teaches all the aspects of
information security-not just the technical control
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perspective. It provides a broad review of the entire
field of information security, background on many
related elements, and enough detail to facilitate
understanding of the topic. It covers the terminology
of the field, the history of the discipline, and an
overview of how to manage an information security
program. Current and relevant, the fifth edition
includes the latest practices, fresh examples,
updated material on technical security controls,
emerging legislative issues, new coverage of digital
forensics, and hands-on application of ethical issues
in IS security. It is the ultimate resource for future
business decision-makers. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
In a world of increasing dependence on information
technology, the prevention of cyberattacks on a
nation's important computer and communications
systems and networks is a problem that looms large.
Given the demonstrated limitations of passive
cybersecurity defense measures, it is natural to
consider the possibility that deterrence might play a
useful role in preventing cyberattacks against the
United States and its vital interests. At the request of
the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, the
National Research Council undertook a two-phase
project aimed to foster a broad, multidisciplinary
examination of strategies for deterring cyberattacks
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on the United States and of the possible utility of
these strategies for the U.S. government. The first
phase produced a letter report providing basic
information needed to understand the nature of the
problem and to articulate important questions that
can drive research regarding ways of more
effectively preventing, discouraging, and inhibiting
hostile activity against important U.S. information
systems and networks. The second phase of the
project entailed selecting appropriate experts to write
papers on questions raised in the letter report. A
number of experts, identified by the committee, were
commissioned to write these papers under contract
with the National Academy of Sciences.
Commissioned papers were discussed at a public
workshop held June 10-11, 2010, in Washington,
D.C., and authors revised their papers after the
workshop. Although the authors were selected and
the papers reviewed and discussed by the
committee, the individually authored papers do not
reflect consensus views of the committee, and the
reader should view these papers as offering points of
departure that can stimulate further work on the
topics discussed. The papers presented in this
volume are published essentially as received from
the authors, with some proofreading corrections
made as limited time allowed.
Information Security: Principles and Practices,
Second Edition Everything You Need to Know About
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Modern Computer Security, in One Book Clearly
explains all facets of information security in all 10
domains of the latest Information Security Common
Body of Knowledge [(ISC)² CBK]. Thoroughly
updated for today's challenges, technologies,
procedures, and best practices. The perfect resource
for anyone pursuing an IT security career. Fully
updated for the newest technologies and best
practices, Information Security: Principles and
Practices, Second Edition thoroughly covers all 10
domains of today's Information Security Common
Body of Knowledge. Two highly experienced security
practitioners have brought together all the
foundational knowledge you need to succeed in
today's IT and business environments. They offer
easy-to-understand, practical coverage of topics
ranging from security management and physical
security to cryptography and application
development security. This edition fully addresses
new trends that are transforming security, from cloud
services to mobile applications, “Bring Your Own
Device” (BYOD) strategies to today's increasingly
rigorous compliance requirements. Throughout,
you'll find updated case studies, review questions,
and exercises–all designed to reveal today's realworld IT security challenges and help you overcome
them. Learn how to -- Recognize the evolving role of
IT security -- Identify the best new opportunities in
the field -- Discover today's core information security
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principles of success -- Understand certification
programs and the CBK -- Master today's best
practices for governance and risk management -Architect and design systems to maximize security -Plan for business continuity -- Understand the legal,
investigatory, and ethical requirements associated
with IT security -- Improve physical and operational
security -- Implement effective access control
systems -- Effectively utilize cryptography -- Improve
network and Internet security -- Build more secure
software -- Define more effective security policies
and standards -- Preview the future of information
security
Discover the latest trends, developments and
technology in information security with
Whitman/Mattord's market-leading PRINCIPLES OF
INFORMATION SECURITY, 7th Edition. Designed
specifically to meet the needs of information systems
students like you, this edition's balanced focus
addresses all aspects of information security, rather
than simply offering a technical control perspective.
This overview explores important terms and
examines what is needed to manage an effective
information security program. A new module details
incident response and detection strategies. In
addition, current, relevant updates highlight the latest
practices in security operations as well as legislative
issues, information management toolsets, digital
forensics and the most recent policies and guidelines
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that correspond to federal and international
standards. MindTap digital resources offer
interactive content to further strength your success
as a business decision-maker.
CISSP Study Guide - fully updated for the 2021
CISSP Body of Knowledge (ISC)2 Certified
Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP)
Official Study Guide, 9th Edition has been
completely updated based on the latest 2021 CISSP
Exam Outline. This bestselling Sybex Study Guide
covers 100% of the exam objectives. You'll prepare
for the exam smarter and faster with Sybex thanks to
expert content, knowledge from our real-world
experience, advice on mastering this adaptive exam,
access to the Sybex online interactive learning
environment, and much more. Reinforce what you've
learned with key topic exam essentials and chapter
review questions. The three co-authors of this book
bring decades of experience as cybersecurity
practitioners and educators, integrating real-world
expertise with the practical knowledge you’ll need to
successfully pass the CISSP exam. Combined,
they’ve taught cybersecurity concepts to millions of
students through their books, video courses, and live
training programs. Along with the book, you also get
access to Sybex's superior online interactive learning
environment that includes: Over 900 new and
improved practice test questions with complete
answer explanations. This includes all of the
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questions from the book plus four additional onlineonly practice exams, each with 125 unique
questions. You can use the online-only practice
exams as full exam simulations. Our questions will
help you identify where you need to study more. Get
more than 90 percent of the answers correct, and
you're ready to take the certification exam. More
than 700 Electronic Flashcards to reinforce your
learning and give you last-minute test prep before
the exam A searchable glossary in PDF to give you
instant access to the key terms you need to know for
the exam New for the 9th edition: Audio Review.
Author Mike Chapple reads the Exam Essentials for
each chapter providing you with 2 hours and 50
minutes of new audio review for yet another way to
reinforce your knowledge as you prepare. Coverage
of all of the exam topics in the book means you'll be
ready for: Security and Risk Management Asset
Security Security Architecture and Engineering
Communication and Network Security Identity and
Access Management (IAM) Security Assessment
and Testing Security Operations Software
Development Security
GUIDE TO NETWORK SECURITY is a wide-ranging
new text that provides a detailed review of the
network security field, including essential
terminology, the history of the discipline, and
practical techniques to manage implementation of
network security solutions. It begins with an overview
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of information, network, and web security,
emphasizing the role of data communications and
encryption. The authors then explore network
perimeter defense technologies and methods,
including access controls, firewalls, VPNs, and
intrusion detection systems, as well as applied
cryptography in public key infrastructure, wireless
security, and web commerce. The final section
covers additional topics relevant for information
security practitioners, such as assessing network
security, professional careers in the field, and
contingency planning. Perfect for both aspiring and
active IT professionals, GUIDE TO NETWORK
SECURITY is an ideal resource for students who
want to help organizations protect critical information
assets and secure their systems and networks, both
by recognizing current threats and vulnerabilities,
and by designing and developing the secure
systems of the future. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Computer Security: Principles and Practice, 2e, is
ideal for courses in Computer/Network Security. In
recent years, the need for education in computer
security and related topics has grown dramatically –
and is essential for anyone studying Computer
Science or Computer Engineering. This is the only
text available to provide integrated, comprehensive,
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up-to-date coverage of the broad range of topics in
this subject. In addition to an extensive pedagogical
program, the book provides unparalleled support for
both research and modeling projects, giving students
a broader perspective. The Text and Academic
Authors Association named Computer Security:
Principles and Practice, 1e, the winner of the
Textbook Excellence Award for the best Computer
Science textbook of 2008.
In todayOCOs technology-driven environment, there
is an ever-increasing demand for information
delivery. A compromise has to be struck between
security and availability. This book is a pragmatic
guide to information assurance for both business
professionals and technical experts. This second
edition includes the security of cloud-based
resources."
The sophisticated methods used in recent highprofile cyber incidents have driven many to need to
understand how such security issues work.
Demystifying the complexity often associated with
information assurance, Cyber Security Essentials
provides a clear understanding of the concepts
behind prevalent threats, tactics, and procedures.To
accomplish
Discover the latest trends, developments and
technology in information security today with
Whitman/Mattord's market-leading PRINCIPLES OF
INFORMATION SECURITY, 7th Edition. Designed
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specifically to meet the needs of those studying
information systems, this edition's balanced focus
addresses all aspects of information security, rather
than simply offering a technical control perspective.
This overview explores important terms and
examines what is needed to manage an effective
information security program. A new module details
incident response and detection strategies. In
addition, current, relevant updates highlight the latest
practices in security operations as well as legislative
issues, information management toolsets and digital
forensics. Coverage of the most recent policies and
guidelines that correspond to federal and
international standards further prepare you for
success both in information systems and as a
business decision-maker. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Presents theories and models associated with
information privacy and safeguard practices to help
anchor and guide the development of technologies,
standards, and best practices. Provides recent,
comprehensive coverage of all issues related to
information security and ethics, as well as the
opportunities, future challenges, and emerging
trends related to this subject.
Principles of Computer System Design is the first textbook to
take a principles-based approach to the computer system
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design. It identifies, examines, and illustrates fundamental
concepts in computer system design that are common across
operating systems, networks, database systems, distributed
systems, programming languages, software engineering,
security, fault tolerance, and architecture. Through carefully
analyzed case studies from each of these disciplines, it
demonstrates how to apply these concepts to tackle practical
system design problems. To support the focus on design, the
text identifies and explains abstractions that have proven
successful in practice such as remote procedure call,
client/service organization, file systems, data integrity,
consistency, and authenticated messages. Most computer
systems are built using a handful of such abstractions. The
text describes how these abstractions are implemented,
demonstrates how they are used in different systems, and
prepares the reader to apply them in future designs. The
book is recommended for junior and senior undergraduate
students in Operating Systems, Distributed Systems,
Distributed Operating Systems and/or Computer Systems
Design courses; and professional computer systems
designers. Features: Concepts of computer system design
guided by fundamental principles. Cross-cutting approach
that identifies abstractions common to networking, operating
systems, transaction systems, distributed systems,
architecture, and software engineering. Case studies that
make the abstractions real: naming (DNS and the URL); file
systems (the UNIX file system); clients and services (NFS);
virtualization (virtual machines); scheduling (disk arms);
security (TLS). Numerous pseudocode fragments that provide
concrete examples of abstract concepts. Extensive support.
The authors and MIT OpenCourseWare provide on-line, free
of charge, open educational resources, including additional
chapters, course syllabi, board layouts and slides, lecture
videos, and an archive of lecture schedules, class
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assignments, and design projects.
Cybersecurity experts from across industries and sectors
share insights on how to think like scientists to master
cybersecurity challenges Humankind’s efforts to explain the
origin of the cosmos birthed disciplines such as physics and
chemistry. Scientists conceived of the cosmic ‘Big Bang’ as
an explosion of particles—everything in the universe centered
around core elements and governed by laws of matter and
gravity. In the modern era of digital technology, we are
experiencing a similar explosion of ones and zeros, an
exponentially expanding universe of bits of data centered
around the core elements of speed and connectivity. One of
the disciplines to emerge from our efforts to make sense of
this new universe is the science of cybersecurity.
Cybersecurity is as central to the Digital Age as physics and
chemistry were to the Scientific Age. The Digital Big Bang
explores current and emerging knowledge in the field of
cybersecurity, helping readers think like scientists to master
cybersecurity principles and overcome cybersecurity
challenges. This innovative text adopts a scientific approach
to cybersecurity, identifying the science’s fundamental
elements and examining how these elements intersect and
interact with each other. Author Phil Quade distills his over
three decades of cyber intelligence, defense, and attack
experience into an accessible, yet detailed, single-volume
resource. Designed for non-specialist business leaders and
cybersecurity practitioners alike, this authoritative book is
packed with real-world examples, techniques, and strategies
no organization should be without. Contributions from many
of the world’s leading cybersecurity experts and
policymakers enable readers to firmly grasp vital
cybersecurity concepts, methods, and practices. This
important book: Guides readers on both fundamental tactics
and advanced strategies Features observations, hypotheses,
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and conclusions on a wide range of cybersecurity issues
Helps readers work with the central elements of
cybersecurity, rather than fight or ignore them Includes
content by cybersecurity leaders from organizations such as
Microsoft, Target, ADP, Capital One, Verisign, AT&T,
Samsung, and many others Offers insights from national-level
security experts including former Secretary of Homeland
Security Michael Chertoff and former Director of National
Intelligence Mike McConnell The Digital Big Bang is an
invaluable source of information for anyone faced with the
challenges of 21st century cybersecurity in all industries and
sectors, including business leaders, policy makers, analysts
and researchers as well as IT professionals, educators, and
students.
Readings and Cases in Information Security: Law and Ethics
provides a depth of content and analytical viewpoint not found
in many other books. Designed for use with any Cengage
Learning security text, this resource offers readers a real-life
view of information security management, including the
ethical and legal issues associated with various on-the-job
experiences. Included are a wide selection of foundational
readings and scenarios from a variety of experts to give the
reader the most realistic perspective of a career in information
security. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Management of Information Security, Third Edition focuses on
the managerial aspects of information security and
assurance. Topics covered include access control models,
information security governance, and information security
program assessment and metrics. Coverage on the
foundational and technical components of information
security is included to reinforce key concepts. This new
edition includes up-to-date information on changes in the field
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such as revised sections on national and international laws
and international standards like the ISO 27000 series. With
these updates, Management of Information Security
continues to offer a unique overview of information security
from a management perspective while maintaining a finger on
the pulse of industry changes and academic relevance.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Develop and implement an effective end-to-end security
program Today’s complex world of mobile platforms, cloud
computing, and ubiquitous data access puts new security
demands on every IT professional. Information Security: The
Complete Reference, Second Edition (previously titled
Network Security: The Complete Reference) is the only
comprehensive book that offers vendor-neutral details on all
aspects of information protection, with an eye toward the
evolving threat landscape. Thoroughly revised and expanded
to cover all aspects of modern information security—from
concepts to details—this edition provides a one-stop reference
equally applicable to the beginner and the seasoned
professional. Find out how to build a holistic security program
based on proven methodology, risk analysis, compliance, and
business needs. You’ll learn how to successfully protect
data, networks, computers, and applications. In-depth
chapters cover data protection, encryption, information rights
management, network security, intrusion detection and
prevention, Unix and Windows security, virtual and cloud
security, secure application development, disaster recovery,
forensics, and real-world attacks and countermeasures.
Included is an extensive security glossary, as well as
standards-based references. This is a great resource for
professionals and students alike. Understand security
concepts and building blocks Identify vulnerabilities and
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mitigate risk Optimize authentication and authorization Use
IRM and encryption to protect unstructured data Defend
storage devices, databases, and software Protect network
routers, switches, and firewalls Secure VPN, wireless, VoIP,
and PBX infrastructure Design intrusion detection and
prevention systems Develop secure Windows, Java, and
mobile applications Perform incident response and forensic
analysis
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable
terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the
textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9781111138219 .
Learn how to identify vulnerabilities within computer networks
and implement countermeasures that mitigate risks and
damage with Whitman/Mattord's PRINCIPLES OF INCIDENT
RESPONSE & DISASTER RECOVERY, 3rd Edition. This
edition offers the knowledge you need to help organizations
prepare for and avert system interruptions and natural
disasters. Comprehensive coverage addresses information
security and IT in contingency planning today. Updated
content focuses on incident response and disaster recovery.
You examine the complexities of organizational readiness
from an IT and business perspective with emphasis on
management practices and policy requirements. You review
industry's best practices for minimizing downtime in
emergencies and curbing losses during and after system
service interruptions. This edition includes the latest NIST
knowledge, expanded coverage of security information and
event management (SIEM) and unified threat management,
and more explanations of cloud-based systems and Webaccessible tools to prepare you for success.
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PRINCIPLES OF INCIDENT RESPONSE & DISASTER
RECOVERY, 2nd Edition presents methods to identify
vulnerabilities within computer networks and the
countermeasures that mitigate risks and damage. From
market-leading content on contingency planning, to effective
techniques that minimize downtime in an emergency, to
curbing losses after a breach, this text is the resource needed
in case of a network intrusion. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

PART OF THE JONES & BARTLETT LEARNING
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SECURITY &
ASSURANCE SERIES Revised and updated with
the latest information from this fast-paced field,
Fundamentals of Information System Security,
Second Edition provides a comprehensive overview
of the essential concepts readers must know as they
pursue careers in information systems security. The
text opens with a discussion of the new risks,
threats, and vulnerabilities associated with the
transformation to a digital world, including a look at
how business, government, and individuals operate
today. Part 2 is adapted from the Official (ISC)2
SSCP Certified Body of Knowledge and presents a
high-level overview of each of the seven domains
within the System Security Certified Practitioner
certification. The book closes with a resource for
readers who desire additional material on
information security standards, education,
professional certifications, and compliance laws.
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With its practical, conversational writing style and
step-by-step examples, this text is a must-have
resource for those entering the world of information
systems security. New to the Second Edition: - New
material on cloud computing, risk analysis, IP
mobility, OMNIBus, and Agile Software
Development. - Includes the most recent updates in
Information Systems Security laws, certificates,
standards, amendments, and the proposed Federal
Information Security Amendments Act of 2013 and
HITECH Act. - Provides new cases and examples
pulled from real-world scenarios. - Updated data,
tables, and sidebars provide the most current
information in the field.
The Hands-On Information Security Lab Manual
allows users to apply the basics of their introductory
security knowledge in a hands-on environment with
detailed exercises using Windows 2000, XP and
Linux. This non-certification based lab manual
includes coverage of scanning, OS vulnerability
analysis and resolution firewalls, security
maintenance, forensics, and more. A full version of
the software needed to complete these projects is
included on a CD with every text, so instructors can
effortlessly set up and run labs to correspond with
their classes. The Hands-On Information Security
Lab Manual is a suitable resource for introductory,
technical and managerial courses, and is a perfect
supplement to the Principles of Information Security
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and Management of Information Security texts.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Caught in the crosshairs of “Leadership” and
“Information Technology”, Information Security
professionals are increasingly tapped to operate as
business executives. This often puts them on a
career path they did not expect, in a field not yet
clearly defined. IT training does not usually
includemanagerial skills such as leadership, teambuilding, communication, risk assessment, and
corporate business savvy, needed by CISOs. Yet a
lack in any of these areas can short circuit a career
in information security. CISO Leadership: Essential
Principles for Success captures years of hard
knocks, success stories, and yes, failures. This is not
a how-to book or a collection of technical data. It
does not cover products or technology or provide a
recapitulation of the common body of knowledge.
The book delineates information needed by security
leaders and includes from-the-trenches advice on
how to have a successful career in the field. With a
stellar panel of contributors including William H.
Murray, Harry Demaio, James Christiansen, Randy
Sanovic, Mike Corby, Howard Schmidt, and other
thought leaders, the book brings together the
collective experience of trail blazers. The authors
have learned through experience—been there, done
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that, have the t-shirt—and yes, the scars. A glance
through the contents demonstrates the breadth and
depth of coverage, not only in topics included but
also in expertise provided by the chapter authors.
They are the pioneers, who, while initially making it
up as they went along, now provide the next
generation of information security professionals with
a guide to success.
Principles of Information SecurityCengage Learning
As part of the Syngress Basics series, The Basics of
Information Security provides you with fundamental
knowledge of information security in both theoretical
and practical aspects. Author Jason Andress gives
you the basic knowledge needed to understand the
key concepts of confidentiality, integrity, and
availability, and then dives into practical applications
of these ideas in the areas of operational, physical,
network, application, and operating system security.
The Basics of Information Security gives you clearnon-technical explanations of how infosec works and
how to apply these principles whether you're in the
IT field or want to understand how it affects your
career and business. The new Second Edition has
been updated for the latest trends and threats,
including new material on many infosec subjects.
Learn about information security without wading
through a huge textbook Covers both theoretical and
practical aspects of information security Provides a
broad view of the information security field in a
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concise manner All-new Second Edition updated for
the latest information security trends and threats,
including material on incident response, social
engineering, security awareness, risk management,
and legal/regulatory issues
Readers discover a managerially-focused overview
of information security with a thorough treatment of
how to most effectively administer it with
MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION SECURITY,
5E. Information throughout helps readers become
information security management practitioners able
to secure systems and networks in a world where
continuously emerging threats, ever-present attacks,
and the success of criminals illustrate the
weaknesses in current information technologies.
Current and future professional managers complete
this book with the exceptional blend of skills and
experiences to develop and manage the more
secure computing environments that today’s
organizations need. This edition offers a tightened
focus on key executive and managerial aspects of
information security while still emphasizing the
important foundational material to reinforce key
concepts. Updated content reflects the most recent
developments in the field, including NIST, ISO, and
security governance. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION SECURITY,
Sixth Edition prepares you to become an information
security management practitioner able to secure
systems and networks in a world where continuously
emerging threats, ever-present attacks and the
success of criminals illustrate the weaknesses in
current information technologies. You'll develop both
the information security skills and practical
experience that organizations are looking for as they
strive to ensure more secure computing
environments. The text focuses on key executive
and managerial aspects of information security. It
also integrates coverage of CISSP and CISM
throughout to effectively prepare you for certification.
Reflecting the most recent developments in the field,
it includes the latest information on NIST, ISO and
security governance as well as emerging concerns
like Ransomware, Cloud Computing and the Internet
of Things.
ROADMAP TO INFORMATION SECURITY: FOR IT
AND INFOSEC MANAGERS provides a solid
overview of information security and its relationship
to the information needs of an organization. Content
is tailored to the unique needs of information
systems professionals who find themselves brought
in to the intricacies of information security
responsibilities. The book is written for a wide variety
of audiences looking to step up to emerging security
challenges, ranging from students to experienced
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professionals. This book is designed to guide the
information technology manager in dealing with the
challenges associated with the security aspects of
their role, providing concise guidance on assessing
and improving an organization's security. The
content helps IT managers to handle an assignment
to an information security role in ways that conform
to expectations and requirements, while supporting
the goals of the manager in building and maintaining
a solid information security program. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
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